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ABSTRACT
We develop a theory characterizing optimal stopping times for discrete-time ergodic
Markov processes with discounted rewards. The theory differs from prior work by its view
of per-stage and terminal reward functions as elements of a certain Hilbert space. In addition
to a streamlined analysis establishing existence and uniqueness of a solution to Bellman's
equation, this approach provides an elegant framework for the study of approximate solu-
tions. In particular, we propose a stochastic approximation algorithm that tunes weights
of a linear combination of basis functions in order to approximate a value function. We
prove that this algorithm converges (almost surely) and that the limit of convergence has
some desirable properties. We discuss how variations on this line of analysis can be used
to develop similar results for other classes of optimal stopping problems, including those
involving independent increment processes, finite horizons, and two-player zero-sum games.
We illustrate the approximation method with a computational case study involving the pric-
ing of a path-dependent financial derivative security that gives rise to an optimal stopping
problem with a one-hundred-dimensional state space.
1 Introduction
The problem of optimal stopping is that of determining an appropriate time at which to
terminate a process in order to maximize expected rewards. Examples arise in sequential
analysis, the timing of a purchase or sale of an asset, and the analysis of financial derivatives.
In this paper, we introduce a class of optimal stopping problems, provide a characterization
of optimal stopping times, and develop a computational method for approximating solutions.
To illustrate the method, we present a computational case study involving the pricing of a
(fictitious) financial derivative instrument.
Shiryaev (1978) provides a fairly comprehensive treatment of optimal stopping problems.
Under each of a sequence of increasingly general assumptions, he characterizes optimal
stopping times and optimal rewards. We consider a rather restrictive class of problems
relative to those captured by Shiryaev's analysis, but we employ a new line of analysis
that leads to a simple characterization of optimal stopping times and, most important, the
development of approximation algorithms. Furthermore, this line of analysis can be applied
to other classes of optimal stopping problems, though the full extent of its breadth is not
yet known.
In addition to providing a means for addressing large-scale optimal stopping problems,
the approximation algorithm we develop plays a significant role in the broader context
of stochastic control (Bertsekas, 1995; Bertsekas and Shreve, 1996). In particular, the
algorithm exemplifies simulation-based optimization techniques from the field of neuro-
dynamic programming, pioneered by Barto, Sutton (1988), and Watkins (1989), that have
been successfully applied to a variety of large-scale stochastic control problems (Bertsekas
and Tsitsiklis, 1996). The practical success of these algorithms is not fully explained by
existing theory, and our analysis represents progress towards an improved understanding.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces our problem formulation.
Section 3 defines a restricted class of problems we consider (ergodic Markov processes with
discounted rewards) and develops some basic theory concerning optimal stopping times and
optimal rewards for such problems. Section 4 introduces and analyzes the approximation
algorithm. A computational case-study involving the pricing of a financial derivative in-
strument is described in Section 5. Section 6 presents several additional classes of optimal
stopping problems to which our analysis can be extended, including independent increment
processes, finite-horizon problems, and Markov games. Finally, connections between the
ideas in this paper and the neuro-dynamic programming and reinforcement learning liter-
ature are discussed in a closing section. A preliminary version of some of the results of this
paper, for the case of a finite state space, have been presented in (Tsitsiklis and Van Roy,
1997) and are also included in (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996).
2 The Optimal Stopping Problem
In this section, we present a rather general problem formulation. Our analysis later in the
paper actually requires significant assumptions that will further constrain the characteristics
of the problem. However, beginning with a more general formulation allows for clearer
exposition.
We consider a stochastic process {xtlt = 0, 1,2,...) that evolves in a state space Rd,
defined on a probability space (Q, , 7). Each random variable xt is measurable with
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respect to the Borel a-algebra associated with Rd, which is denoted by /3 (d). We denote
the a-algebra of events generated by the random variables {xo, xi,..., xt} by Jt C Y.
We define a stopping time to be a random variable r that takes on values in {0, 1, 2,..., oo)
and satisfies {w C QI2-r() < t} E .Ft for all finite t. The set of all such random variables is
denoted by U. Since we have defined Ort to be the a-algebra generated by {x0, xl,..., xt},
the stopping time is determined solely by the already available samples of the stochastic
process. In particular, we do not consider stopping times that may be influenced by ran-
dom events other than the stochastic process itself. This preclusion is not necessary for our
analysis, but it is introduced to simplify the exposition.
An optimal stopping problem is defined by the probability space (Q,[2, ,p), stochastic
process {xtlt = 0,1,2,...), reward functions g : Rd X R and G: Rd X__ R associated
with continuation and termination, and a discount factor ac E (0, 1]. The expected reward
associated with a stopping time r is defined by
E [E a g(xt) + aTG(x)]
where G(xr) is taken to be 0 if T = oo. An optimal stopping time T* is one that satisfies
E [: atg(xt) + a' G(xT*)1 = SUP E [Eatg(xt) + aOG(xT)
t=0 t=O
Certain conditions ensure that an optimal stopping time exists. When such conditions are
met, the optimal stopping problem is that of finding an optimal stopping time.
3 Basic Theory
In this section, we develop some basic theory about a limited class of optimal stopping prob-
lems. Perhaps the most severe restriction we will impose is that the underlying stochastic
process is Markov and ergodic. In addition, we require that the discount factor is strictly
less than one and that the reward functions satisfy certain technical conditions. Together,
these restrictions enable an elegant analysis, establishing existence and constructive char-
acterizations of optimal stopping times. Most importantly, however, this analysis leads to
the development of approximation algorithms, as will be presented in Section 4.
3.1 Assumptions and Main Result
We begin by stating our assumptions and a theorem characterizing optimal stopping times
for problems satisfying the assumptions. Our first assumption places restrictions on the
underlying stochastic process.
Assumption 1 The process {xtlt = 0, 1, 2,.. .} is ergodic and Markov.
By ergodicity, we mean that the process is stationary and every invariant random variable
of the process is almost surely equal to a constant. The Markov condition corresponds to
the existence of a transition probability kernel P Rd x B(Rd) X-4 [0, 1] satisfying
Prob[xt+l E AIFt] = P(xt, A),
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for any A E 8(Rd) and any time t. Therefore, for any Borel function J: R d _+ R~ that is
either nonnegative or absolutely integrable with respect to P(xt, .), we have
E[J(xt+l)i.Ft] = / J(y)P(xt, dy).
We define an operator P, mapping a function J to a new function PJ, by
(PJ)(x) = J J(y)P(x, dy).
Since the process is stationary, there exists a probability measure 7r : B (Rd) - [0, 1]
such that Prob[xt E A] = 7r(A) for any A C B( aRd) and any time t. Ergodicity implies
that this probability measure, which can be interpreted as a "steady-state distribution," is
unique. We define a Hilbert space L2 (7r) of real-valued functions on Rd with inner product
(J, J), = E[J(xo)J(xo)] and norm IIJIIr = V/E[J2 (xo)]. This Hilbert space plays a central
role in our analysis, and its use is the main feature that distinguishes our analysis from
previous work on optimal stopping. To avoid confusion of equality in the sense of L2 (7r)
with pointwise equality, we will employ the notation J a) i to convey the former notion,
whereas J = J will represent the latter.
Our second assumption ensures that the per-stage and terminal reward functions are in
the Hilbert space of interest.
Assumption 2 The reward functions g and G are in L 2(7r).
Our final assumption is that future rewards are discounted.
Assumption 3 The discount factor a is in (0, 1).
Before stating the main result of this section, we introduce some useful notation. We
define an operator T by
TJ = max{G, g + aPJ),
where the max denotes pointwise maximization. This is the so-called "dynamic program-
ming operator," specialized to the case of an optimal stopping problem. To each stopping
time T, we associate a value function JT defined by
JT(x) = E [ ltg(xt) + acG(x) xo = x]
Because g and G are in L 2(ir), J' is also an element of L2(7r) for any T. Hence, a stopping
time r* is optimal if and only if
E[J* (xo)] = sup E[J r (xo)].
TEU
It is not hard to show that optimality in this sense corresponds to pointwise optimality for
all elements x of some set A with 7r(A) = 1. However, this fact will not be used in our
analysis.
The main results of this section are captured by the following theorem:
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Theorem 1 Under Assumptions 1 through 3, the following statements hold:
(a) There exists a function J* E L 2(7r) uniquely satisfying
J* ae(Ir) TJ*.
(b) The stopping time r*, defined by
T* = min{tlG(xt) > J*(xt)},
is an optimal stopping time. (The minimum of an empty set is taken to be oo.)
(c) The function JT* is equal to J* (in the sense of L2 (7i)).
3.2 Preliminaries
Our first lemma establishes that the operator P is a nonexpansion in L 2(ir).
Lemma 1 Under Assumption 1, we have
IIPJIr < IJIl7r, VJ E L 2(7r).
Proof: The proof of the Lemma involves Jensen's inequality and the Tonelli-Fubini theo-
rem. In particular, for any J C L 2 (7r), we have
IIPJII2 = E[(PJ)2 (xo)]
= E [(E[J(xi) Xo])2]
< E [E[J2(Xl)lXo]]
= E[J2 (xI)]
= I11J.2
q.e.d.
The following lemma establishes that T is a contraction on L 2 (r).
Lemma 2 Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the operator T satisfies
IITJ - TJII, < oalJ - JIl7, VJ, J C L 2(T).
Proof: For any scalars cl, c2, and c3,
I max{cl, c3} - max{c 2 , c3 }1 < IC1 - c2 I.
It follows that for any x CE Rd and J, i G L 2(7r),
j(TJ)(x) - (TJ)(x)l < tal(PJ)(x) - (PJ)(x)l.
Given this fact, the result easily follows from Lemma 1. q.e.d.
The fact that T is a contraction implies that it has a unique fixed point in L 2 (r) (by
unique here, we mean unique up to the equivalence classes of L2 (7r)). This establishes part
(a) of the theorem.
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Let J* denote the fixed point of T. Let us define a second operator T* by
T*fJz | G(x), if G(x) > J*(x),
g 9(x) + (aPJ)(x), otherwise.
(Note that T* is the dynamic programming operator corresponding to the case of a fixed
policy, namely, the policy corresponding to the stopping time T* defined in the statement
of the above theorem.) The following lemma establishes that T* is also a contraction, and
furthermore, the fixed point of this contraction is equal to J* (in the sense of L 2(r)).
Lemma 3 Under Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, the operator T* satisfies
IIT*J - T*JII,, < aljJ - llK, VJ, J E L2(7r).
Furthermore, J* E L 2 (7r) is the unique fixed point of T*.
Proof: We have
IIT*J- T*JllI -< IlaPJ- aPJlIl
< allJ- ill,
where the final inequality follows from Lemma 1.
Recall that J* uniquely satisfies J* ae() TJ*, or written differently,
J* () max{G,g + aPJ*}.
This equation can also be rewritten as
J* _ f G(x), if G(x) > g(x) + (aPJ*)(x),
X( ) ji g (x) + (aPJ)(x), otherwise,
almost surely with respect to 7r. Note that for almost all x (a set A E /3 (Rd) with 7r(A) = 1),
G(x) > g(x) + (aPJ*)(x) if and only if G(x) = J*(x). Hence, J* satisfies
J* 0 G(x), if G(x) > J*(x),
(x) 9 g(x) + (aPJ)(x), otherwise,
almost surely with respect to 7r, or more concisely, J* e) T*J*. Since T* is a contraction,
it has a unique fixed point in L 2(7r), and this fixed point is J*. q.e.d.
3.3 Proof of Theorem 1
Part (a) of the result follows from Lemma 2. As for Part (c), we have
J't* _ J( G(x), if G(x) > J*(x),
g(x) + (oaPJT*)(x), otherwise,
= (T*JT*)(x),
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and since T* is a contraction with fixed point J* (Lemma 3), it follows that
JT ae(r) J*.
We are left with the task of proving Part (b). For any nonnegative integer n, we have
supE[JT (xo)] < supE[JAin(Xo)] + B [ot'(g(xt)t + G(xt)j)
reU TCU t=-n
= supE[JrAn(zo)] + n E[( g(xo0) + IG(zxo)l)]
zEU I a
< sup E[JAn(xo0)] + cn C,
rEU
for some scalar C that is independent of n, where the equality follows from the Tonelli-
Fubini theorem and stationarity. By arguments standard to the theory of finite-horizon
dynamic programming,
sup JT-n(x) = (TnG)(x), Vx E Rd.
rEU
(This equality is simply saying that the optimal reward for an n-horizon problem is obtained
by applying n iterations of the dynamic programming recursion.) It is easy to see that TnG,
and therefore also suprEU jTAn(.), is measurable. It follows that
sup E[JAn (xo)] < E[sup JrAn(xo)] = E[(TnG)(xo)].
7-U -EU
Combining this with the bound on SUPrEU E[J r (xo)], we have
sup E[Ji (xo)] < E[(TnG)(xo)] + anC.
i-eU
Since T is a contraction on L 2(7r) (Lemma 2), TnG converges to J* in the sense of L 2(ir).
It follows that
lim E[(TnG)(xo)] = E[J*(xo)],
and we therefore have
sup E[Jr(xo)] < lim E[(TnG)(xo)] = E[J*(xo)] = E[J-* (xo)].
-rEU n-- oo
Hence, stopping time 7* is optimal. q.e.d.
4 An Approximation Scheme
In addition to establishing the existence of an optimal stopping time, Theorem 1 offers
an approach to obtaining one. In particular, the function J* can be found by solving the
equation
J* aer) TJ*,
and then used to generate an optimal stopping time. However, for most problems, it is
not possible to derive a "closed-form" solution to this equation. In this event, one may
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resort to the discretization of a relevant portion of Rd and then use numerical algorithms to
approximate J* over this discretized space. Unfortunately, this approach becomes infeasible
as d grows, since the number of points in the discretized space grows exponentially with the
dimension. This phenomenon, known as the "curse of dimensionality," plagues the field of
stochastic control and gives rise to the need for parsimonious approximation schemes.
One approach to approximation involves selecting a set of basis functions (ok Rd X
Rlk = 1, 2, ... , K} and computing weights r(1),... , r(k) E R such that the weighted combi-
nation K 1=l r(k)~k is "close" to J*. Much like the context of statistical regression, the basis
functions should be selected based on engineering intuition and/or analysis concerning the
form of the function J*, while numerical algorithms may be used to generate appropriate
weights. In this section, we introduce one such algorithm and provide an analysis of its
behavior.
We begin by presenting our algorithm and a theorem that establishes certain desirable
properties. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 provide the analysis required to prove this theorem. Our
algorithm is stochastic and relies in a fundamental way on the use of a simulated trajectory
of the Markov process. To illustrate this fact, in Section 4.4, we propose a generalization of
the algorithm that does not employ a simulated trajectory, and we demonstrate through a
counterexample that this new algorithm is not sound.
4.1 The Approximation Algorithm
In our analysis of optimal stopping problems, the function J* played a central role in
characterizing an optimal stopping time and the rewards it would generate. The algorithm
we will develop approximates a different, but closely related function Q*, defined by
Q g + aPJ*. (1)
Functions of this type were first employed by Watkins in conjunction with his Q-learning
algorithm (Watkins, 1989). Intuitively, for each state x, Q*(x) represents the optimal
attainable reward, starting at state x0 = x, if stopping times are constrained to be greater
than 0. An optimal stopping time can be generated according to
T* = minItlG(xt) > Q*(xt)}.
Our approximation algorithm employs a set of basis functions $01,..., OK C L 2 ( Tar) that
are hand-crafted prior to execution. To condense notation, let us define an operator :
RK -_+ L2 (7r) by (Dr = ZEK 1 r(k)4k, for any vector of weights r = (r(1),..., r(K))'. Also, let
0(X) E jK be the vector of basis function values, evaluated at x, so that ((Ir)(x) = 0'(x)r.
The algorithm is initialized with a weight vector ro = (ro(1),... ,ro(K))' C RK. Dur-
ing the simulation of a trajectory {xtlt = 0, 1, 2,... of the Markov chain, the algorithm
generates a sequence of weight vectors {rt t = 1, 2,...) according to
rt+l = rt + Yt0)(xt) (9(xt) + max{((rt)(xt+l), G(xt+l) } - (rt)(xt)), (2)
where each ayt is a positive scalar step size. We will prove that, under certain conditions, the
sequence rt converges to a vector r*, and <(r* approximates Q*. Furthermore, the stopping
time T, given by
T = min{tlG(xt) > (4 r*)(xt)},
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approximates the performance of r*.
Let us now introduce our assumptions so that we can formally state results concerning
the approximation algorithm. Our first assumption pertains to the basis functions.
Assumption 4 (a) The basis functions bi,..., ,OK are linearly independent.
(b) For each k, the basis function Ok is in L 2 (7r).
The requirement of linear independence is not truly necessary, but simplifies the exposition.
The assumption that the basis functions are in L2 (7r) limits their rate of growth, and is
essential to the convergence of the algorithm.
Our next assumption requires that the Markov chain exhibits a certain "degree of stabil-
ity" and that certain functions do not grow to quickly. (We use 11II to denote the Euclidean
norm on finite-dimensional spaces.)
Assumption 5 (a) For any positive scalar q, there exists a scalar uq such that for all x
and t,
E[1 + Ilxtllqlxo = x] < [q(1 + Ilxltq).
(b) There exist scalars C1,ql such that, for any function J satisfying IJ(x)l < C 2 (l+±X 11 q2 ),
for some scalars C2 and q2,
00
' IE[J(xt)lxo = x] - E[J(xo) ] < C 1C 2(1 + x-Hllqq2), Vx E Rjd.
t=O
(c) There exist scalars C and q such that for all x E Rd, g(x)l < C(1 + IIxllq), IG(x)l <
C(1 + 11X11q), and Ib0(x)II < C(1 + 11X11q).
Our final assumption places constraints on the sequence of step sizes. Such constraints
are fairly standard to stochastic approximation algorithms.
Assumption 6 The step sizes fyt are nonincreasing and predetermined (chosen prior to
execution of the algorithm). Furthermore, they satisfy EZO aYt = oc, and ZtO yt < o.
Before stating our results concerning the behavior of the algorithm, let us introduce
some notation that will make the statement concise. We define a "projection operator"
H that projects onto the subspace {4(rlr E RK} of L 2(ir). In particular, for any function
Q E L 2(r), let
IIQ=arg_ min IIQ-QI ,.
QE{4rIrERK)}
We define an additional operator F by
FQ = g + aP max{G, Q}, (3)
for any Q E L2(7T).
The main result of this section follows:
Theorem 2 Under Assumptions i through 6, the following hold:
(a) The approximation algorithm converges almost surely.
(b) The limit of convergence r* is the unique solution of the equation
IIF(Dr*) ae(i) Ir*.
(c) Furthermore, r* satisfies
IITr* - Q*II < - 2 IIHQ* - Q*IIr.
(d) Let r be defined by
T = min{tlG(xt) > ((Dr*)(xt)}.
Then,
E[J*(xo)] - E[J((xo)] < 2- )Qll Q - 117
Note that the bounds provided by parts (c) and (d) involve a term IlnQ* - Q* I,. This term
represents the smallest approximation error (in terms of II 1r,) that can be achieved given
the choice of basis functions. Hence, as the subspace spanned by the basis functions comes
closer to Q*, the error generated by the algorithm diminishes to zero and the performance
of the resulting stopping time approaches optimality.
4.2 Preliminaries
Our next lemma establishes that F is a contraction in L2(7r) and that Q* is its fixed point.
Lemma 4 Under Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, the operator F satisfies
IIFQ - FQII7r < aIIQ - QI, v, VQ,Q E L2(T).
Furthermore, Q* is the unique fixed point of F in L 2( 7r).
Proof: For any Q, Q E L2 (7r), we have
IIFQ- FQII7r = olPmax{G,Q} -Pmax{G,Q)II,
all maxG, Q} -max{G, Q} 1
aIIQ - Q117,
where the first inequality follows from Lemma 1 and the second makes use of the fact
I max{cIl,c 3} - max{c 2 , c3} • I C1 - c21,
for any scalars cl, c2, and C3. Hence, F is a contraction on L2 ( 7r). It follows that F has a
unique fixed point. By Theorem 1, we have
J* ae(r) TJ*,
ae(7r)
g + oPJ* = g + oP max{G, g + acPJ*},
ae(7r)Q* = g + oP max{G, Q* },
Q*ae() FQ*,
and therefore, Q* is the fixed point. q.e.d.
The next lemma establishes that the composition HF is a contraction on L2(7r) and that
its fixed point is equal to Or* for a unique r* E RK. The lemma also places a bound on the
magnitude of the approximation error ~r* - Q*. We will later establish that this vector is
the limit of convergence of our approximation algorithm.
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Lemma 5 Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4, the composition HF satisfies
IInFQ - nFQII, < aIIQ - QIIl , VQ, Q E L2(r).
Furthermore, HF has a unique fixed point of the form <Dr* for a unique vector r* GE RK ,
and this vector satisfies
lr* - Q*fr < 1 IIQ* - Q*II11
Proof: Since II is a nonexpansion in L2(7r) (by virtue of being a projection operator), we
have
IIHFQ - IIFQIr < II FQ - FQlI r < lQ - QII,
by Lemma 4. Since the range of II is the same as that of d, the fixed point of iLF is of
the form Dr* for some r* E RK. Furthermore, because the basis functions are linearly
independent, this fixed point is associated with a unique r*.
Note that by the orthogonality properties of projections, we have (Cr* - HQ*, HQ* -
Q*), = 0. Using also the Pythagorean theorem and Lemma 4, we have
I[4r* - Q*112 = lr* - HQ*112 + nIIQ* - Q*112
IIHFQr* - HQ*I11 + IIHQ* - Q*I12
IIFr* - Q*112 + IInQ* _ Q*112
< 211r* - Q* 112 + IIHQ* - Q*112
and it follows that
1l1r* - Q* lr _< - 1HQ* -Q- Q*11
q.e.d.
Given, r*, we define a stopping time e = min{tlG(xt) > (,r*)(xt)}. Let us define
operators H and F by
(HQ)(x) = { G(x), if G(x) > (Q(r*)(x),Q (x), otherwise,
and
FQ = g + aPHQ. (4)
The next lemma establishes that F is a contraction on L2(7r) with a fixed point Q =
g + aPJT .
Lemma 6 Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4, for any Q, Q c L2(7T),
IIPQ - FQII < aollQ - Q171.r
Furthermore, Q = g + aPJT is the unique fixed point of F.
Proof: For any Q, Q E L 2(7r), we have
IIFQ -FQII~ = II(9PH + o1PH) + PHQ)11
< ollHQ -HQ(117
< al1Q - QI1,
where the first inequality follows from Lemma 1.
To prove that Q = g + aPJT is the fixed point, observe that
(HQ)(x) = (H(g + aPJ))(x)
G(x), if G(x) > (mDr*)(x),
g(x) + (aVPJ)(x), otherwise,
= J (x).
Therefore,
FQ = 9g + aPHQ = g + aPJ = ,
as desired. q.e.d.
The next lemma places a bound on the loss in performance incurred when using the
stopping time i instead of an optimal stopping time.
Lemma 7 Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4, the stopping time r satisfies
E[J*(xo)] - E[J`(xo)] < 2(1-lQ - Q)1- 
Proof: By stationarity and Jensen's inequality, we have
E[J*(xo)]-E[JT (0o)] = E[(PJ*)(xo)]-E[(PJT )(xo)]
< IIPJ* - PJII-.
Recall that Q* = g + aoPJ* and Q = g + aPJT . We therefore have
E[J*(xo)] - E[J;(xo)] < -11(g + aPJ*) - (g + aPJ'T )IK
aO
-11 Q* - Ql17r
Hence, it is sufficient to place a bound on IIQ* - Q11.
It is easy to show that F(mr*) = PF(r*) (compare definitions (3) and (4)). Using this
fact, the triangle inequality, and the equality FQ* a) Q* (Lemma 4), we have
IIQ* - Qll < 11Q* - F(mr*) 1r + II - F(r*)
< aljQ* - 4r*117r + 1Q - 1r*11,
< 2ajlQ *- r* +c allQ* - Qll,,
and it follows that
2a
IIQ* - Q17r < _IIQ*1--r*11-r
2a(I-  1_ IIQ* - IQ*1 111,
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where the final inequality follows from Lemma 5. Finally, we obtain
E[J*(xo)] - E[JT (xo)] < 2(1 - a) IIQ -I* 7r*
-I - 1 aV I Q -) 2 I
q.e.d.
We now continue with the analysis of the stochastic algorithm. Let us define a stochastic
process {zt t = 0, 1, 2,... } taking on values in R2d where zt = (xt, Xt+l). It is easy to see that
zt is ergodic and Markov (recall that, by our definition, ergodic processes are stationary).
Furthermore, the iteration given by Equation (2) can be rewritten as
rt+l = rt + ?Yts(zt, rt),
for a function s: R2d X RK _ RK given by
s(z, r) = q(x)(g(x) + a max{(Ir)(y), G(y)} - (Dr)(x)),
for any r and z = (x, y). We define a function s: RK _+ 3 K by
s(r) = E[s(zo, r)], Wr.
(It is easy to show that the random variable s(zo, r) is absolutely integrable and s(r) is
well-defined as a consequence of Assumption 5.) Note that each component sk(r) can be
represented in terms of an inner product according to
Sk(r) = E[ Ok(XO) ((xo) + aomax{(r)(xil), G(Xl)}- (r)(xo))]
= E [k(o)(g(xo)+ aE[max {()(, G()}]-(r)(xi),G(xl)}Ixo] - (4r)(xo))]
= E[k(o) (g(xo) + aP max{r, G}(xo) - (r) (xo))]
= (Ok, F-r- r).
Lemma 8 Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4, we have
(r - r*)I'(r) < , Vr - r*.
Proof: For any r, we have
K
( - r*)'(r) = (r(k) -r*(k))(Kk,Fr - r)
k=l
-(r - -Ir*, F4(r - ) 
= (r - (r*, (I - II)Fr + IIFr - r)
= (r- 4r*, IIF4,r -r
where the final equality follows because II projects onto the range of I, and the range of
(I - H) is therefore orthogonal to that of 4>. Since (r* is the fixed point of IIF, Lemma 5
implies that
IIH¢F4r - :r*11, < all¢o r - :r*ll,.
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Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality together with this fact, we obtain
(<r - r* ,nFr -- r) = (I r - -r*, (HFr - r*) + (r* - r))*
•I11 r - r*ll,. IIIIFmr - Ir*ll, - Iir* - (>rll2
< (a-1)iIaDr-4 r* 112.
By Assumption 4(a), for any r ~ r*, we have II)r - ~r*ll,] 0. Since a < 1, the result
follows. q.e.d.
We now state without proof a result concerning stochastic approximation, which will
be used in the proof of Theorem 2. This is a special case of a general result on stochastic
approximation algorithms (Theorem 17, on page 239 of (Benveniste et al., 1990)). It is
straightforward to check that all of the assumptions in the result of (Benveniste et al.,
1990) follow from the assumptions imposed in the result below. We do not show here the
assumptions of (Benveniste et al., 1990) because the list is long and would require a lot in
terms of new notation. However, we note that in our setting here, the potential function
U(.) that would be required to satisfy the assumptions of the theorem from (Benveniste et
al., 1990) is given by U(r) = Ir - r*112.
Theorem 3 Consider a process rt taking values in RK, initialized with an arbitrary vector
ro, that evolves according to:
rt+l = rt + ytS(Zt, rt),
for some s : RN x RK X RK, where:
(a) {ztlt = 0, 1, 2,... } is a (stationary) ergodic Markov process taking values in RN.
(b) For any positive scalar q, there exists a scalar Alq such that E[1 + IIZtlq lz = Z] <
/q(1 + -Izllq), for any time t and z CE N.
(c) The (predetermined) step size sequence yt is nonincreasing and satisfies Jt° 0-yt = 00
and ,o rt2 < 00.and t=0' <00.
(d) There exist scalars C and q such that
IIs(z,r)II < C( l+l rl)(l+ IzIllq), Vz, r.
(e) There exist scalars C and q such that
oo
Z E[s(ztr)Izo = z] - E[s(zo, r)] l < C(1 + -lrll)(1 + zIllq) z,r.
t=O
(f) There exist scalars C and q such that
00
I E[s(zt,r) - s(zt, )lzo = z]- E[s(zo, r) - s(zo,)] < Cllr- TlI(1 + Ilz1q), Vz, r,T.
t=O
(g) There exists some r* E FK such that S(r)'(r- r*) < 0, for all r f r*, and S(r*) = 0.
Then, rt almost surely converges to r*.
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4.3 Proof of Theorem 2
We will prove Part (a) of the Theorem 2 by establishing that the conditions of Theorem
3 are valid. Conditions (a) and (b) pertain to the dynamics of the process zt = (Xt,Xt+l).
The former condition follows follows easily from Assumption 1, while the latter is a conse-
quence of Assumption 5(a). Condition (c), concerning the step size sequence, is the same
as Assumption 6.
To establish validity of Condition (d), for any r and z = (x, y), we have
i s(z,r)lI = ||4(x)(g(x) + Omax{( 4 r)(y),G(y)} -((r)(x))||
_< I0(x)I (lg(x)l + o(114(y)llllrll + IG(y)I)-IlO(x)llllrll)
< Ijl(x)II (g(x)l + o IG(y)I) + II0(x)II((y)I l- II(x)1II)1rI.
Condition (d) then easily follows from the polynomial bounds of Assumption 5(c). Given
that Condition (d) is valid, Condition (e) follows from Assumptions 5(a) and 5(b) in a
straightforward manner. (Using these assumptions, it is easy to show that a condition
analogous to Assumption 5(b) holds for functions of zt = (Xt,Xt+l) that are bounded by
polynomials in xt and Xt+1.)
Let us now address Condition (f). We first note that for any r, Y, and z, we have
Is(z,r) - s(zr) = O|(x)(acmax{((r)(y), G(y)}- oamax{(Nr)(y), G(y)} - (1r)(x) + (Nr)(x)) |
< aCllo() ) max{O'(y)r, G(y)} - max{O'(y)r, G(y)} + 1O+(x)10',(x)r -O'(x)1
< ar[[(x)[ 11I'(y)r - O'(y)r1 + ±q(x)][2f]r--[[
< R|X(X)11II0(y) - 711 I + IlO(X)1112 fr - 711.
It then follows from the polynomial bounds of Assumption 5(c) that there exist scalars C2
and q2 such that for any r, r, and z,
Ils(z,r) - s(z,J II < C211r - 71(1 + Izljq12).
Finally, it follows from Assumptions 5(a) and 5(b) that there exist scalars C1 and ql such
that for any r, r, and c,
o00
[ |E[s(zt,r) -s(zt,)Izo = z]-E[s(zo,r) -s(zo,7)]1 • C1C2Ifr-_Tf)(1 + -- Izqlq2).
t=O
This establishes the validity of Condition (f).
Validity of Condition (g) is assured by Lemma 8. This completes the proof for Part (a)
of the theorem. To wrap up the proof, Parts (b) and (c) of the theorem follow from Lemma
5, while Part (d) is established by Lemma 7. q.e.d.
4.4 On the Importance of Simulated Trajectories
The approximation algorithm we analyzed iteratively updates a weight vector based on
states visited during a simulated trajectory. There are fundamental reasons for using an
entire simulated trajectory. To illustrate this fact, we will introduce a variant of the al-
gorithm that only simulates individual transitions originating from states sampled in some
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prespecified manner. It turns out that this new algorithm can diverge. We demonstrate
this shortcoming by presenting a simple counterexample.
Consider an algorithm that, on each tth step, samples a state yt E ~Rd according to a
probability measure r: B(Rd) - [0, 1] and a state Yt E Rd according to Prob[yt E A]
P(yt, A), and updates the weight vector according to
rt+l = rt + 7t05(Yt) (g(Yt) + (c max{G(Yt), (IPrt)(Yt)} - ('rt)(Yt)). (5)
At first sight, this algorithm may be expected to deliver results similar to those offered by
the one discussed in the previous section. However, this algorithm can actually lead to very
different behavior and may not even converge.
To illustrate the potential for divergence, we provide a simple example involving only
two states. Indexing the states as 1 and 2, let a E (5/6, 1), and let the probability measure 7r
satisfy 1 > 7r(2) > 5/6a. We define the transition probability kernel P by P(y, {1}) = Fr(1)
and P(y, {2}) = ir(2). To conclude the definition of our example, let all continuation and
termination rewards be zero (i.e., g = 0 and G = 0). Note that J* = 0, since no rewards
are ever obtained.
Prior to executing the algorithm, we must define a sampling distribution and basis
functions. Suppose we define the sampling distribution r such that T(1) _> (2). Let us
employ one basis function 05: {1, 2} - XR, defined by 0(1) = 1 and 0(2) = 2. Given that we
only have one basis function, rt is a sequence of scalars.
For the example we have described, using algebra identical to that of Section 9 of
(Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1997), we can show that
E[rt+llro = r] > (1 + ±yt(1) e)E[rtlro = r],
and since t=0o 't = oo, we have
lim E[rt+lIro = r] = oo, Vr > 0.
t-+oo
Let us close this section by reflecting on the implications of this counterexample. It
demonstrates that, if the sampling distribution W is chosen independently of the dynamics
of the Markov process, there is no convergence guarantee. Clearly, this does not imply that
divergence will always occur when such a random sampling scheme is employed in practice.
In fact, for any problem, there is a set of sampling distributions that lead to convergence.
Our current understanding indicates that 7r is an element of this set, so it seems sensible
to take advantage of this knowledge by setting W = w7. However, since it is often difficult
to model the ergodic measure, one generally must resort to simulation in order to generate
the desired samples. This leads back to the algorithm considered in Section 4.
5 Pricing Financial Derivatives
In this section, we illustrate the steps required in applying our algorithm by describing a
simple case study involving the pricing of a fictitious high-dimensional financial derivative
security. In this context, our approach involving the approximation of a value function
is similar in spirit to the earlier experimental work of Barraquand and Martineau (1995).
However, our algorithms are different from the ones they used.
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We will begin by providing some background on financial derivative securities. Section
5.2 then introduces the particular security we consider and a related optimal stopping
problem. Section 5.3 presents the performance of some simple stopping strategies. Finally,
the selection of basis functions and computational results generated by our approximation
algorithm are discussed in Section 5.4.
5.1 Background
Financial derivative securities (or derivatives, for short) are contracts that promise payoffs
contingent on the future prices of basic assets such as stocks, bonds, and commodities.
Certain types of derivatives, such as put and call options, are in popular demand and traded
alongside stocks in large exchanges. Other more exotic derivatives are tailored by banks
and other financial intermediaries in order to suit specialized needs of various institutions
and are sold in "over-the-counter" markets.
Exotic derivatives tend to be illiquid relative to securities that are traded in mainstream
markets. Consequently, it may be difficult for an institution to "cash in" on the worth of
the contract when the need arises unless such a situation is explicitly accommodated by the
terms of the contract. Because institutions desire flexibility, derivatives typically allow the
possibility of "early exercise." In particular, an institution may "exercise" the security at
various points during the lifetime of the contract, thereby settling with the issuer according
to certain prespecified terms.
Several important considerations come into play when a bank designs a derivative se-
curity. First, the product should well suit the needs of clients, incurring low costs for large
gains in customer satisfaction. Second, it is necessary to devise a hedging strategy, which is
a plan whereby the bank can be sure to fulfill the terms of the contract without assuming
significant risks. Finally, the costs of implementing the hedging strategy must be computed
in order to determine an appropriate price to charge clients.
When there is no possibility of early exercise and certain technical conditions are sat-
isfied, it is possible to devise a hedging strategy that perfectly replicates the payoffs of a
derivative security. Hence, the initial investment required to operate this hedging strategy
must be equal to the value of the security. This approach to replication and valuation, intro-
duced by (Black and Scholes, 1973) and (Merton, 1973) and presented in its definitive form
by (Harrison and Kreps, 1979) and (Harrison and Pliska, 1981), has met wide application
and is the subject of much subsequent research.
When there is a possibility of early exercise, the value of the derivative security depends
on how the client chooses a time to exercise. Given that the bank can not control the
client's behavior, it must prepare for the worst by assuming that the client will employ an
exercising strategy that maximizes the value of the security. Pricing the derivative security
in this context generally requires solving an optimal stopping problem.
In the next few sections, we present one fictitious derivative security that leads to a high-
dimensional optimal stopping problem, and we employ the algorithm we have developed in
order to approximate its price. Our focus here is to demonstrate the use of the algorithm,
rather than to solve a real-world problem. Hence, we employ very simple models and ignore
details that may be required in order to make the problem realistic.
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5.2 Problem Formulation
The financial derivative instrument we will consider generates payoffs that are contingent
on prices of a single stock. At the end of any given day, the holder may opt to exercise.
At the time of exercise, the contract is terminated, and a payoff is received in an amount
equal to the current price of the stock divided by the price prevailing one hundred days
beforehand.
One interesting interpretation of this derivative security is as an oracle that offers a
degree of foresight. The payoff is equal to the amount that would accrue from a one Dollar
investment in the stock made one hundred days prior to exercise. However, the holder of
the security can base her choice of the time at which this Dollar is invested on knowledge
of the returns over the one hundred days. The price of this security should in some sense
represent the value of this foresight.
We will employ a standard continuous-time economic model involving a stochastic stock
price process and deterministic returns generated by short-term bonds. Given this model,
under certain technical conditions, it is possible to replicate derivative securities that are
contingent on the stock price process by rebalancing a portfolio of stocks and bonds. This
portfolio needs only an initial investment, and is self-financing thereafter. Hence, to pre-
clude arbitrage, the price of the derivative security must be equal to the initial investment
required by such a portfolio. Karatzas (1988) provides a comprehensive treatment of this
pricing methodology in the case where early exercising is allowed. In particular, the value
of the security is equal to the optimal reward for a particular optimal stopping problem.
The framework of (Karatzas, 1988) does not explicitly capture our problem at hand (the
framework allows early exercise at any positive time, while our security can only be exer-
cised at the end of each day), but the extension is immediate. Since our motivation is to
demonstrate the use of our algorithm, rather than dwelling on the steps required to for-
mally reduce pricing to an optimal stopping problem, we will simply present the underlying
economic model and the optimal stopping problem it leads to, omitting the technicalities
needed to formally connect the two.
We model time as a continuous variable t G [-100, ooc) and assume that the derivative
security is issued at time t = 0. Each unit of time is taken to be a day, and the security can
be exercised at times t C {0, 1, 2, ... }. We model the stock price process {ptlt > -100} as
a geometric Brownian motion
Pt = P-100o+ ppsds + arpdws,
----100 =-100
for some positive scalars po, p, and a, and a standard Brownian motion wt. The payoff
received by the security holder is equal to PT/PT-loo where T > 0 is the time of exercise.
Note that we consider negative times because the stock prices up to a hundred days prior
to the date of issue may influence the payoff of the security. We assume that there is a
constant continuously compounded short-term interest rate p. In other words, Do Dollars
invested in the money market at time 0 grows to a value
Dt = Doept,
at time t.
We will now characterize the price of the derivative security in a way that gives rise to
a related optimal stopping problem. Let {Ptlt > -100} be a stochastic process that evolves
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according to
djpt = rptdt + aptdwt.
Define a discrete-time process {xtlt = 0, 1, 2,...) taking values in R100, with
( Pt-99 Pt-98 Pt 
Pt-1oo Pt-oo0 Pt-o00
Intuitively, the ith component xt(i) of xt represents the amount a one Dollar investment
made in the stock at time t - 100 would grow to at time t - 100 + i if the stock price followed
{t)}. It is easy to see that this process {xtlt = 0,1, 2,...} is Markov. Furthermore, it is
ergodic since, for any t E {0, 1, 2,...), the random variables xt and xt+1oo are independent
and identically distributed. Letting cz = e- p, G(x) = x(100), and
( P-99 P-98 Pt
P-100oo P-100o P-
the value of the derivative security is given by
sup E[ IG(XT) I xo = x].
TEU
If T-* is an optimal stopping time, we have
E[" *G(x.*)Ixo = x] = sup E[JG(xT)Ixo = x],
-CU
for almost every xo. Hence, given an optimal stopping time, we can price the security
by evaluating an expectation, possibly through use of Monte-Carlo simulation. However,
because the state space is so large, it is unlikely that we will be able to compute an optimal
stopping time. Instead, we must resort to generating a suboptimal stopping time f and
computing
E[cxG(XT)Ixo = x],
as an approximation to the security price. Note that this approximation is a lower bound for
the true price. The approximation generally improves with the performance of the optimal
stopping strategy. In the next two sections, we present computational results involving the
selection of stopping times for this problem and the assessment of their performance. In
the particular example we will consider, we use the settings a = 0.02 and p = 0.0004 (the
value of the drift /l is inconsequential). Intuitively, these choices correspond to a stock with
a daily volatility of 2% and an annual interest rate of about 10%.
5.3 A Thresholding Strategy
In order to provide a baseline against which we can compare the performance of our ap-
proximation algorithm, let us first discuss the performance of a simple heuristic stopping
strategy. In particular, consider the stopping time 7B = min{tlG(xt) > B} for a scalar
threshold B C R. We define the performance of such a stopping time in terms of the ex-
pected reward E[JTB(x 0)]. In the context of our pricing problem, this quantity represents
the average price of the derivative security (averaged over possible initial states). Expected
rewards generated by various threshold values are presented in Figure 1. The optimal
expected reward over the thresholds tried was 1.238.
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Figure 1: Expected reward as a function of threshold. The values plotted are estimates
generated by averaging rewards obtained over ten thousand simulated trajectories, each
initialized according to the steady-state distribution and terminated according to the
stopping time dictated by the thresholding strategy. The dashed lines represent confi-
dence bounds generated by estimating the standard deviation of each sample mean, and
adding/subtracting twice this estimate to/from the sample mean.
It is clear that a thresholding strategy is not optimal. For instance, if we know that
there was a large slump and recovery in the process {pt} within the past hundred days, we
should probably wait until we are about a hundred days past the low point in order to reap
potential benefits. However, the thresholding strategy, which relies exclusively on the ratio
between Pt and Pt-100oo, cannot exploit such information.
What is not clear is the degree to which the thresholding strategy can be improved. In
particular, it may seem that events in which such a strategy makes significantly inadequate
decisions are rare, and it therefore might be sufficient, for practical purposes, to limit atten-
tion to thresholding strategies. In the next section, we rebut this hypothesis by generating
a substantially superior stopping time using our approximation methodology.
5.4 Using the Approximation Algorithm
Perhaps the most important step prior to applying our approximation algorithm is selecting
an appropriate set of basis functions. Though analysis can sometimes help, this task is
largely an art form, and the process of basis function selection typically entails repetitive
trial and error.
We were fortunate in that our first choice of basis functions for the problem at hand
delivered promising results relative to thresholding strategies. To generate some perspective,
along with describing the basis functions, we will provide brief discussions concerning our
(heuristic) rationale for selecting them. The first two basis functions were simply a constant
function q1 (x) = 1 and the reward function 02(x) = G(x). Next, thinking that it might be
important to know the maximal and minimal returns over the past hundred days, and how
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long ago they occurred, we constructed the following four basis functions
03(x) = min x(i)- 1,i=1...100
+q4(X) = max x(i)- 1,
1
05 )50 gi=l,...,100
06 (X) = -arg max x(i)-1.50 i=1.100
Note that that the basis functions involve constant scaling factors and/or offsets. The
purpose of these transformation is to maintain the ranges of basis function values within
the same regime. Though this is not required for convergence of our algorithm, it can speed
up the process significantly.
As mentioned previously, if we invested one dollar in the stock at time t - 100 and the
stock price followed the process {pt}, then the sequence xt(1),... ,xt(100) represents the
daily values of the investment over the following hundred day period. Conjecturing that the
general shape of this hundred-day sample path is of importance, we generated four basis
functions aimed at summarizing its characteristics. These basis functions represent inner
products of the sample path with Legendre polynomials of degrees one through four. In
particular, letting j = i/50 - 1, we defined
q7(x) = 1 100 x(i)- 1
8(X) = 100 Ex(i) .,
i=1
SB(X) = 100/x(i) 5J)
q~1o(x) = 1 0 0 X(i) (3j 2 1100 2 2 2 '1002 2 2
So far, we have constructed basis functions in accordance to "features" of the state
that might be pertinent to effective decision-making. Since our approximation of the value
function will be composed of a weighted sum of the basis functions, the nature of the rela-
tionship between these features and approximated values is restricted to linear. To capture
more complex trade-offs between features, it is useful to consider nonlinear combinations
of certain basis functions. For our problem, we constructed six additional basis functions
using products of the original features. These basis functions are given by
011 (X) = 2(X)03 (X),
012(X) = +2(X)04(x),
013(X) = 02(X)07(X),
014(X) = 2 (X)+8 (X),
015(X) = 2(XZ)09(X),
016(X) = 02(X)010(X).
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Figure 2: The evolution of weights during execution of the algorithm. The value of the
security under the resulting strategy was 1.282.
Using our sixteen basis functions, we generated a sequence of parameters ro, rl, . . ., r06
by initializing each component of ro to 0 and iterating the update equation one million
times with a step size of ayt = 0.001. The evolution of the iterates is illustrated in Figure 2.
The weight vector r10 6 resulting from our numerical procedure was used to generate
a stopping time f = min{tIG(xt) > (Drlo6)(xt)}. The corresponding expected reward
E[JT (xo)], estimated by averaging the results of ten thousand trajectories each initialized
according to the steady-state distribution and terminated according to the stopping time i,
was 1.282 (the estimated standard deviation for this sample mean was 0.0022). This value is
significantly greater than the expected reward generated by the optimized threshold strategy
of the previous section. In particular, we have
E[J (xo) - JTB(xo)] 0.044.
As a parting note, we mention that each stopping time T corresponds to an exercising
strategy that the holder of the security may follow, and J7(xo) represents the value of
the security under this exercising strategy. Hence, the difference between E[JT(xo)] and
E[JTB(x0)] implies that, on average (with respect to the steady-state distribution of xt),
the fair price of the security is about four percent higher when exercised according to F
instead of TB. In the event that a bank assumes that TB is optimal and charges a price of
JB (xo), an arbitrage opportunity may become available.
6 Extensions
Our line of analysis can be extended to encompass additional classes of optimal stopping
problems. In this section, we describe several such classes and applicable approximation
algorithms. Our discussion is less rigorous than that of previous sections. In particular,
we do not prove formal results. Instead, we provide coarse overviews of approaches to
extending the theory and summarize the types of results that can be obtained.
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6.1 Processes with Independent Increments
In our original problem formulation, we assumed that the Markov process of interest is
ergodic. This assumption ensures a certain sense of "stability" in the underlying system.
In particular, the probability distribution over states is stationary. In this subsection,
we examine a class of "unstable" Markov processes in which the distribution over states
becomes increasingly diffuse over time. Specifically, we will investigate stopping problems
involving Markov processes with independent increments.
6.1.1 Problem Formulation
We assume that the underlying process is Markov and that the transition probability kernel
satisfies
P(x, A) = P(O, {y - xly C A}) x E CRd, A (E 3(Rd).
Hence, each increment xt+l - xt is independent of xt and t.
Instead of assuming that the reward functions g and G are in L2(7), as we did in the
case of ergodic processes, we will assume that they are elements of L 2 - the Hilbert space
with inner product (J, J) = f J(x)J(x)dx and norm IiJII = Vf J 2(x)dx. This Hilbert space
will substitute for the role played by L2(r) in the analysis of Sections 3 and 4.
6.1.2 Basic Theory
The keystone of our basic theory in Section 3 was Lemma 1, which stated that P is a
nonexpansion in L2(ir). Since processes with independent increments do not possess invari-
ant distributions, a new notion is required. It turns out that the appropriate object is a
new lemma, stating that for such processes, P is a nonexpansion in L 2. This fact can be
established by an argument analogous to that used in proving Lemma 1. In particular, by
Jensen's inequality, for any J E L 2, we have
IIPJII 2 = J(PJ)2 (X)d
= J (E[J(xi)Ixo = x])2 dx
< JE[J2(xl)Ixo = x]dx,
and noting that the increment A = xl - xo is independent of xo, it follows that
IIPJII2 < E[ J 2 (x + ,A)dx]
= E [IIJ1I2]
= 11112
Using this fact and the arguments from Section 3, it is possible to prove an analog
of Theorem 1 under a new set of assumptions: (a) the Markov process has independent
increments; (b) the discount factor ao is in (0,1); and (c) the reward functions g and G
are in L2. The results would be the same as those of Theorem 1, except for the fact that
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each statement that is true "almost everywhere with respect to 7r" is now true "almost
everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure." Furthermore, the stopping time T* satisfies
J* (x)dx = sup A J (x)dx,
for every set A with 0 < fA dx < oo.
6.1.3 An Approximation Algorithm
We will now discuss an approximation algorithm that is suitable for the new class of optimal
stopping problems. Similar to the algorithm of Section 4, we start by selecting a set of
linearly independent basis functions q1,..., qK. We now require, however, that the basis
functions are in L2 and have compact support. In particular, there exists a set A c B(Rd)
such that fA dx < Xo and Xi(x) = 0 for all i CE 1,..., K} and x ~ A.
Since the Markov process is "unstable," it is no longer viable to generate weight updates
based solely on a single simulated trajectory. Instead, given the basis functions and an initial
weight vector ro, we generate a sequence according to
rm+l = rm + 'tq0(xm) (g(xm) + oamax { (rm)(Xm + A/m), G(Xm + Am)} -(rm)(Xm)),
where the Xm's are independent identically distributed random variables drawn from a
uniform distribution over a compact set A that supports the basis functions, and each Am is
drawn independently from all other random variables according to Prob[Am G B] = P(0, B)
for all B CE 3(Rd).
Once more, we define the operator F by FQ = g + cP max{G, Q}. Defining HI to be
the operator that projects in L 2 onto the span of the basis functions, we can establish that
the composition HF is a contraction on L 2 using arguments from the proofs of Lemmas 4
and 5. Hence, HiF has a unique fixed point Or*. Furthermore, bounds on approximation
error and the quality of the resulting stopping time can be generated using arguments from
the proofs of Lemmas 5 and 7.
Following the line of reasoning from Section 4, we rewrite the above update equation as
rm+l = rm + 'yms(Zm, rm),
this time with s defined by
s(z,r) = O(x)(g(x) +amax {(r)(x A), G(x A)-(r)(x)),
for any r and z = (x, A). Furthermore, defining S(r) = f s(zo, r)dx, we now have
sk(r) = -(Ok, Fr - r).
This relation enables us to prove an analog of Lemma 8, showing that (r - r*)'s(r) < 0 for
all r 5~ r*. Using this fact and the theorem on stochastic approximation (Theorem 3), we
can then establish that rt almost surely converges to r*.
In summary, under our new assumptions concerning the Markov chain and basis func-
tions together with a technical step size condition (Assumption 6), we can establish results
analogous to those of Theorem 2 for our new algorithm. The only differences are that the
norm 11. [11 is replaced by 11 -1 and the fixed point equation is now true almost every-
where with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Note that the fact that each Xm is drawn
independently alleviates the need for a counterpart to Assumption 5.
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6.2 Finite Horizon Problems
In certain practical situations, one may be interested in optimizing rewards over only a finite
time horizon. Such problems are generally simpler to analyze than their infinite horizon
counterparts, but at the same time, involve an additional complication because expected
rewards will generally depend on the remaining time. In the problem we consider, we fix
the time horizon h < oo and we look for an optimal stopping time T* that satisfies
E[JT*Ah(xo)] = sup E[JTh (xo)].
TEU
In this section, we develop an approximation algorithm that is suitable for such problems.
6.2.1 Basic Theory
We assume that Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, from Section 3, hold. The standard results in the
finite-horizon dynamic programming literature apply. In particular, for any nonnegative
integer h,
sup JTAh(x) = (ThG)(x) = JTh(x), Vx E d,
i-CU
where
TJ = max{G, caPJ}, V J,
and Th E U is defined by
-rh = min{t < hIG(xt) > (ThtG)(xt)}.
(We let Th = 00 if the set is empty.) Hence, r* = Th is an optimal stopping time.
6.2.2 An Approximation Algorithm
As in Section 4, let the operator F be defined by FQ = g + cP max{G, Q}. It is easy to
verify that the optimal stopping time T* can alternatively be generated according to
'* = min {t < h G(xt) > (Fh-tG)(xt)}.
Note that this construction relies on knowledge of FG, F2 G,..., FhG. A suitable approxi-
mation algorithm should be designed to accommodate such needs.
Our approximation algorithm here employs a set of basis functions 0l,..., K, each
mapping Rd x {0,..., h} to R and satisfying qk(x, h) = G(x) for all k and x. Beginning
with an arbitrary initial weight vector ro, a sequence is generated according to
h-1
rt+l = rt +Tyt CE 0(t, i)(g(xt) + amax{(1rt)(xt+l,i + 1),G(xt+)} - (1rt)(xt,i)),
i=O
where xt is a trajectory of the Markov process and the step size sequence satisfies Assump-
tion 6.
We now discuss how the ideas of Section 4 can be extended to this new context. Let
the measure [ over the product space (13 (d))h be defined by
/t(A) = 7r(Ao) + 7r(Al) +.. + r(Ahl), VA = A o x A1 x .. x Ah- 1,
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and let L 2(p) be the Hilbert space defined with respect to this measure. Note that
(Qo, Q1, ] a, Qh-l) E L2(/t) if and only if QO, Q1,..., Qh-l E L2 (wr). We define an operator
H: L 2(/P) X- L2(/) according to
H(Qo,.. ., Qh-l) = (FQ 1, FQ 2 ,... ,FQh-l, FG), VQo, Q 1 ,..., Q-1 C L 2(Tr).
Using Lemma 1, it is easy to show that H is a contraction in L 2([t) with a contraction
factor c>. Furthermore, the unique fixed point is given by
(Q*, *Q, Q- 1)ae=) (FhG, Fh-lG,... ,F 2 G, FG),
and can therefore be used to generate an optimal stopping time.
We assume that the basis functions are linearly independent and in L 2(,u). Let II be the
operator that projects in L2(I) onto the subspace spanned by the basis functions. Since
HI is nonexpansive, the composition IIH is a contraction on L 2([L). Hence, it has a unique
fixed point of the form (Ir* for some r* E RK. Furthermore, it is possible to establish a
bound of the form
1
·br (QO) * -( . . .Q-)l VI /1-(O,, Q~h-l) - (Qo, .. Qh-.,
using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 5. A bound on the performance of a
stopping time m = in {tG(xt) > (Ir*)(xt, t)} can also be established:
E[J,'h(xo)] - E[J1 -a) (- IlH(Q0 , , Qh** ) - (QO, 1 Q-h-11- I
(Both bounds can be strengthened, if we allow coefficients on the right-hand-sides to depend
on h, but we will not pursue this issue further here.)
Once again, Theorem 3 can be used to prove convergence. Following the approach used
in Section 4, we rewrite the update equation in the form
rt+l = rt + ytS(Zt, rt),
and we define a function s(r) = E[s(zo, r)]. Some algebra gives us
(r- r*)'s(r)= (r - r*, IHHr5 -r r)
Since the composition IIH is a contraction with fixed point 4Ir*, it follows that (r-r*)'s(r) <
0. Together with technical assumptions (an analog of Assumption 5), this fact enables the
application of Theorem 3, which establishes that rt almost surely converges to r*.
6.3 A Two-Player Zero-Sum Game
Many interesting phenomena arise when multiple participants make decisions within a single
system. In this section, we consider a simple two-player zero-sum game in which a reward-
maximizing player ("player 1") is allowed to stop a process at any even time step and a
reward-minimizing player ("player 2") can opt to terminate during odd time steps.
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6.3.1 Problem Formulation
We consider an ergodic Markov process with a steady-state distribution 7r together with
reward functions g, G1, G2 E L 2(7r) and a discount factor ac E (0, 1). Prior to termination, a
reward of g(xt) is obtained during each time step, and upon termination, a reward of either
Gl(xt) or G2 (xt) is generated depending on which player opted to terminate. We define
sets U1 = {( E Ulr even} and U2 = {( E Ulr odd} corresponding to admissible strategies
for players 1 and 2, respectively. For each pair of stopping times Ti E U1 and T2 E U2, we
define a value function
1AT2 -1
JT 'T 2 (X) = E [E12 g(Xt) + -iGl(XTl) ±+ 2 G2 (XT 2 ) X0o = x
t=O
where 1 and b2 are indicators of the events {T1 < T2,1 < oo00} and {72 < T1, 2 < oo},
respectively. Hence, if players 1 and 2 take ri E U1 and r2 e U2 as their strategies, the
expected reward for the game is E[JT1,T2(xo)]. We consider sup-inf and inf-sup expected
rewards
sup inf E[J1 l' T2(xo)] and inf sup E[J '7 2(xo)].
T1EU1 T2CU2 r2 U2 T EU1
which correspond to different orders in which the players select their strategies. When both
of these expressions take on the same value, this is considered to be the equilibrium value
of the game. A pair of stopping times 7r- E U1 and T2* E U2 are optimal if
E [JT1 2 (xo0) sup inf E [JT1 'r2(xo)] = inf sup E [J1 T2 (xo0)]
1 U 1 2G U 2U2 T2 E U2 T1 E U1
The problem of interest is that of finding such stopping times.
6.3.2 Basic Theory
We define operators T 1J = max{G1, g + aPJ} and T 2J = min{G 2, g + aPJ}. By the same
argument as that used to prove Lemma 2, both these operators are contractions on L2 (7r).
It follows that the compositions T1T2 and T2T1 are also contractions on L 2(7r). We will
denote the fixed points of T1T2 and T2T1 by J1 and J2*, respectively.
We define stopping times Tr = min{even tIG(xt) > Jj1(xt)} and T2* = min{odd tlG(xt) <
J2(xt)}. Using the fact that T1T 2 and T2T1 are contractions, the arguments of Section 3
can be generalized to prove that
J ae(r) JT1T*,T2
and
sup inf E[J1' 2(xo)] = inf sup E[JT ' 2(xo)] = E[J•7'T-2(xo)].
i EU1 T2 EU 2 T2 U2 1 E U1
In other words, the pair of stopping times rT{ and 2* is optimal.
6.3.3 An Approximation Algorithm
We now present an algorithm for approximating a pair of optimal stopping times and
the equilibrium value of the game. Given a set of linearly independent basis functions
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q1,... O-cK E L2(70), we begin with initial weight vectors r1,o, r2,0 E RK and generate two
sequences according to
rl,t+l = rl,t -+ ytq(xt)(g(xt) + aomin{(Ir2 ,t)(xt+l), G 2 (xt+l)} - (Irl,t)(xt)),
and
r2,t+1 = r2,t + t(xt)((xt) +t) omax (Irlt)(Xt+ 1 ), G (xt+l) - (4r2,t) (t)),
where the step sizes satisfy Assumption 6.
To generalize the analysis of Section 4, we define operators F1 Q = g + oP min{G2, Q}
and F2Q = g + aP max{GI, Q}. It is easy to show that these operators are contractions
on L2 (Tr), and so are their compositions FiF2 and F2 F1. It is also easy to verify that
the fixed points of F1 F2 and F2 F1 are given by Q g + oaPJ2* and Q* = g + aPJ*,
* ae(ir) F* * ae(ir)
respectively. Furthermore, Q1 ) F1Q2, Q* -) F2 Q1, and the stopping times Tr and
2* can alternatively be generated according to r71 = min{even tIG(xt) > Q*(xt)} and
2 = min{odd tIG(xt) < Q2(xt)}.
Let us define a measure Mt over the product space (3(Rd)) 2 by p(A 1, A 2) = r(A1)+Ir(A2)
and an operator H: L2(Q) - L2(4/), given by
H(Q 1 , Q2 ) = (F1 Q 2,F 2 Q1 ).
It is easy to show that H is a contraction on L2 (AL) with fixed point (Q*, Q*).
Let II be the operator that projects in L 2([A) onto the subspace {(4r, r)lr,Yr E R K).
The composition IIH is a contraction in L2(/L) with a fixed point of the form (abra, )r2).
Using arguments along the lines of Lemma 5, we can establish a bound of the form
1II(mr~, rS) - (QT, Q;)11 <- / 1 - 2 II(Qt, Q) - (Q*, Q*)11.
Furthermore, the value of the game under stopping times 1l = min{even tlG(xt) > (,r*)(xt)}
and f2 = min{odd tlG(xt) < (mr*)(xt)} deviates by a bounded amount from the equilibrium
value. In particular,
IE[J (xo)] - E[JTI' 72 (xo)]l (1 ) IQ T, Q2) - (Q Q2)IIM.
To establish convergence, we rewrite the update equation in the form
(rl,t+l, r2,t+l) = (rl,t, r2,t) + %Yts(Zt, (rl,t, r2 ,t)),
where zt = (Xt,xt+l), and note that S(rl,r2) = E[s(zo, (rl,r2))] is given by
k ( 2) (k,F1Ir2 - Irl), if k < K,
r lr) ( , F2r 1- r2 )7, otherwise,
for any rl,r2 E 3RK. Letting r* = (r*,r*) and r = (ri,r 2 ), it follows that
(r - r*)'(r) = ((r, 1r 2) - ((r*, ;r*), HH(1r2 , (r,) - (r 1 , 4r2))
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Since IIH is a contraction on L2 (/P) with fixed point ((r*, 4Ir*), we have
(r - r*)'(r) < 0.
Combining this fact with an analog of Assumption 5, the technical requirements of Theorem
3 can be verified. It can then be deduced that rl,t and r2,t almost surely converge to r* and
r2, respectively.
7 Conclusion
We have introduced a theory and algorithms pertaining to approximate solutions of optimal
stopping problems. Though these developments are useful in their own right, as demon-
strated by our application to pricing derivative securities, they represent contributions to a
broader context. In particular, our algorithms exemplify methods from the emerging fields
of neuro-dynamic programming and reinforcement learning that have been successful in
solving a variety of large-scale stochastic control problems (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996).
We hope that our treatment of optimal stopping problems will serve as a starting point for
further analysis of methods with broader scope.
Indeed, many ideas in this paper were motivated by research in neuro-dynamic program-
ming and reinforcement learning. The benefits of switching the order of expectation and
maximization by employing "Q-functions" instead of value functions were first recognized
by Watkins (Watkins, 1989; Watkins and Dayan, 1992). The type of stochastic approxi-
mation update rule that we use to tune weights of a linear combination of basis functions
resembles temporal-difference methods originally proposed by Sutton (1988), who also con-
jectured that the use of simulated trajectories in conjunction with such algorithms could
be important for convergence (Sutton, 1995). This observation was later formalized by
Tsitsiklis and Van Roy (1997), who analyzed temporal-difference methods and provided
a counterexample in the same spirit as that of Section 4.4 (a related counter-example has
also been proposed by Baird (1995)). Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996) summarize much work
directed at understanding such algorithms.
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